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The Unified Approach 2.0 

- 17th September 2021 - 

The Unified Approach has been one of the most interesting techniques applied 

in the US active asset management industry for about 15 years, from the early 90s 

to the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). A hybrid between asset liability management and 

total return, it was based on the construction of two separate sub-portfolios with different functions. 

Let us deepen our knowledge on such a unique asset management approach with Fabrizio Biondo, 

portfolio manager of the two funds of Lemanik that, exploiting and improving this technique, focus 

on global high yield markets with a very short term perspective (“Lemanik SICAV – Active Short Term 

Credit” and “Lemanik SICAV – Spring”). Fabrizio has 24 years of experience in Fixed Income with a 

strong specialization in credit and fundamental analysis of debt structure of sovereign and corporate 

issuers. He has a deep knowledge of the European High Yield bond market, US High Yield, Nordic 

High Yield and Global Emerging Markets and has managed with alternative and long/short strategies 

since end 2007. Fabrizio is a CFA charted holder since 2003. 

Fabrizio, we mentioned that the “Unified Approach” derived its name from the combination of two 

separate sub-portfolios with different functions. Can you better explain to us? 

 

This approach was based on the construction of two separate sub-portfolios with different functions: 

the ALM portfolio, devoted to income generation via investment in short-dated risk-free assets; 

built on a specific target return, its duration was aligned as closely as possible to the liabilities 

to minimize liquidity/curve risks, mirroring insurance companies, pension funds, endowments 

and foundations; 

the TR portfolio, focused on capital appreciation via portable alpha (decorrelated) 

strategies, mainly long-short equity; not linked to a specific target return, its directional bias 

was contained. The basic idea was to syphon the expected annual risk-free return into a risk-

budget to be entirely allocated to TR portfolio: the downside in the TR portfolio was limited by 

design to the income generated in the ALM portfolio, minimizing the risk of an overall negative 

return; at the same time, the decorrelated nature of the TR portfolio and the short maturity of 

the ALM portfolio were able to suppress volatility, leading to an attractive efficiency profile. 

 

This was the case from the early 90s to the Global Financial Crisis. What happened next? 

 

After the GFC, the collapse of global rates induced by ultra-expansionary policies obliterated the 

concept of risk-free return, bringing an end to the Unified Approach; but it was precisely during the 

development of the dramatic events of 2007-2008 that I had the idea to reengineer it into a modified 

version, the Unified Approach 2.0. 

 

Please, feel free to better explain the origin of such an innovation. 

 

After ten years of experience managing high yield/emerging markets mutual funds, in May 2007 I 

moved to Switzerland to run alternative credit portfolios, at a time when the crisis was starting to 

unfold, shifting the focus to downside protection; for the first time in my carrier, I got carte blanche 

to design the entire investment process according to my vision, and a mad idea came to my mind: 

using ultra-short dated HY/EM to feed the ALM portfolio, substituting the extinct risk free return. It was 

not an experiment because in previous years I had constantly used ultra-short dated HY/EM, albeit 



 

 

 

 

 
 

in an ancillary format: while the typical benchmark was made by the relevant credit index for 80% 

and by a liquidity proxy for 20%, I was used to  maintain medium-long dated HY/EM (residual life > 

1y) in line (80%) and to contrast the liquidity index by investing 20% in ultra-short dated (<1y) HY/EM, 

which was excluded from the relevant credit indices and tended to show attractive risk-reward as a 

consequence: under normal conditions, a spread of about 3-4%, lower credit losses and below-

average volatility. 

 

At that time, if it is correctly understood, this was a side-strategy. When did you decide to convert 

into into an independent strategy? 

 

In 2007 I decided to convert this ancillary strategy into a stand-alone one called Yield-type strategy 

(YT), and to use the YT as income generator inside the ALM portfolio: it looked generative, reliable, 

low-volatility and low-correlation, liquid (about 50% of the portfolio maturing in 12 months): a good 

substitute of risk-free, and the only source of income in town. 

 

What considerations can be made after almost 15 years? 

 

After 14 years, I can say it was a good intuition, as the YT has worked well in most adverse market 

scenarios, starting from 2008 and 2020 (+6% and 2.5% gross return). Another by-product of the massive 

stimulus after the GFC, and after the pandemic, has been the steady reduction of implied and 

realized volatility across asset classes, and the related triumph of passive management, undermining 

the popularity of market-neutral relative value strategies of the type discussed above. 

While, if we consider the future, what are your expectations on this strategy? 

 

I think alternative strategies are going to come back, given that the hyperbolic integration between 

monetary and fiscal policy will lead to more volatility in the years to come. In that respect I consider 

Lemanik Spring, which is managed according to Unified Approach 2.0, a good example of how to 

deal with the future. 

The Fund is up double digit in the last 12 months (+7.13% YTD), with an annualized volatility of 1.2%, 

and a Sharpe Ratio of more than 9. The ALM portfolio of Spring is a powerful income generator, 

currently yielding about 8.1% in euro terms, almost twice the level of Global HY against an average 

rating in line (B+) and a spread duration of about 1.7y, 40% of the market one; courtesy of the material 

exposure to regional HY markets such as the Nordic HY, associated with less overcrowding.  On the 

other hand, TR is a global credit derivative long short portfolio with an annual risk budget of 150 bps 

(one fifth of ALM currently expected gross return) and equipped with the all the state-of-the-art 

instruments in the space, such as credit default swaps, credit options, index tranches, total return 

swaps. It implements horizontal, vertical (capital structure), volatility, directional trades targeting a 

neutral stance from a duration perspective, with the aim to decorrelate the return profile and focus 

on downside protection through convex relative value trades. 
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